INVESTIGATION ON THE UNCONSTRAINED MICROFLUIDIC HEAT SINK WITH HIGH ANTI-BLOCKAGE CAPACITY FOR MULTIPLE HOTSPOTS SYSTEM
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Microfluidic heat sinks are regarded as an efficient cooling solution in microelectronic systems. However, as the hydraulic diameter of the microfluidic heat sinks shrinks, the blockage problem may occur due to the particles caused by cooling components’ abrasion, which limits the application in long-term operation. This paper proposes an unconstrained microfluidic heat sink (UCMFHS) with high anti-blockage capacity for multiple hotspot systems, which aims to solve the blockage problem. The position and shape of the micro pin fins in UCMFHS are optimized by the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. According to the test requirements of anti-blockage capacity and cooling performance, the test platform is built, which adopts the thermal test chips (TTCs) as heat source array. The results show that when the coolant particle concentration is 0.5%, the pressure drop variation is less than 0.3 kPa in UCMFHS, which is 99.43% lower than the control sample. The average temperature and temperature non-uniformity coefficient of 16 hotspots under the condition of 1200 W/cm\textsuperscript{2} and 125 mL/min are 141.1 °C and 0.049, respectively. Therefore, the UCMFHS has both anti-blockage capacity and cooling capacity and is considered to have a high application prospect in long-term multi-hotspot cooling.
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1. Introduction

With the development of integration and miniaturization, more and more functional components are integrated in the electronic system, which leads to a sharp increase in the heat flux density in the system \cite{1, 2}. The high temperature will threaten the reliability and performance of the components in the system \cite{3}. Therefore, it is necessary to design an efficient and reliable cooling method to ensure the system’s proper operation \cite{4}. The concept of the microfluidic heat sink was first proposed by Tuckerman and Pease in 1981 \cite{5}. Due to the excellent heat dissipation capacity \cite{6}, the microfluidic heat sink is widely used in the cooling of microelectronic systems \cite{7-14}.
The abrasion of the cooling components may generate particles, which deposit continually in the microfluidic structure during the long-term operation [15]. As the hydraulic diameter of the microfluidic structure shrinks, the blockage problem happens as the aggregate size is comparable to the microfluidic structure size [16-19], which is on the order of microns [20]. The blockage problem will affect the flow state of the coolant [21], which influences the cooling performance of the microfluidic heat sink. In more serious cases, the critical paths of the microfluidic structure are blocked, resulting in the failure of the microfluidic heat sink to work properly [22]. The blockage problem seriously affects the reliability and service life of the microfluidic heat sink. Therefore, a microfluidic heat sink with good anti-blockage capacity and cooling capacity is of great significance. Many researches have been conducted to solve the blockage problem in microfluidic structures.

Optimizing the microfluidic structure, which makes the microfluidic heat sink unaffected by the blockage, is one of the common ways to solve the blockage problem of microfluidic structure. Pejman et al. [23] introduced a systematic approach for Hybrid Topology/Shape (HyTopS) optimization. The proposed HyTopS optimization scheme added redundant structures to the topological network of microfluidic structures to improve the anti-blockage capacity. Pety et al. [24] designed redundant cooling networks, which provided sufficient cooling capacity when the microfluidic structure was partially blocked. The temperature rise at single blockage conditions was reduced from 35°C to 7°C according to the simulation results. Wang et al. [25] designed a bionic tree-shaped microfluidic structure. The simulation study showed that when the microfluidic structure was partially blocked, the cooling performance of the microfluidic heat sink was not affected [26]. The results show that such a microfluidic structure had better stability in case of accidental blockage. The tree-like microfluidic structure with loops [27] can further increase the anti-blockage capacity of the microfluidic heat sink. The branching level can decrease the temperature gradient and pressure drop when the blockage occurs.

For improving the cooling performance of the heat sink, the local channel densities can be tuned to solve the temperature non-uniformity problem. Wu et al. [28] optimized the local channel widths by genetic algorithm and reduced the maximum junction surface temperature difference from 45 °C to 13 °C at a heat flux density of 200 W/cm². Designing novel microfluidic structures is also a useful method to enhance thermal performance. Riera et al. [29] proposed stepwise varying width microchannel and the temperature standard deviation was found to be 0.8 when the cooling scheme was used. Ansari et al. [30] proposed microchannel-pin fin hybrid heat sink, which was designed with the microchannel for low heat flux zone and micro pin fins array for high heat flux zone, and realized remarkable improvement in the cooling capacity compared to the non-hybrid heat sink. Tan et al. [31] designed a novel multi-scale leaf vein-shaped microchannel network to improve temperature uniformity for multiple hotspot systems.

The recent papers on improving the anti-blockage capacity are mainly carried out through simulation with few experiments, and few researches are about the trade-off between anti-blockage capacity and cooling performance of the microfluidic heat sink. The studies on improving cooling performance are mainly achieved by dense channel structures which reduce the anti-blockage capacity of the cooling structure. To solve these problems, the UCMFHS with high anti-blockage capacity for multiple hotspots system was proposed, which balanced anti-blockage capacity with cooling capacity. The microfluidic structure was optimized to improve the temperature uniformity of the multiple hotspots system. The optimized microfluidic structure was fabricated by deep reactive ion etching.
(DRIE) and wafer bonding, and then the thermal characteristics of the microfluidic heat sink were tested by using TTC chips as the heat source array. CuO solid particles were added to the coolant, and then the change of the pressure drops in the microfluidic heat sink during the long-term operation was tested to evaluate the anti-blockage capacity.

2. The concept of the unconstrained microfluidic heat sink

Reducing the ratio of the particle diameter to the microfluidic structure diameter [18] can improve the anti-blockage capacity. Increasing the number of flow channels [23] can ensure that the microfluidic heat sink can work normally in extreme cases of partial blockage. Therefore, we designed the UCMFHS composed of micro pin fins by combining large-size flow channels with multiple flow channels.

Figure 1 shows the design of the UCMFHS. Figure 1 (a) shows the inlet and outlet design of the UCMFHS, which improves the cooling performance by adopting multiple inlets and outlets to shorten the flow length [32]. The triangular micro pin fins which have the highest heat transfer rate [33] among different geometries micro pin fins are chosen in the design, as shown in Fig. 1. (b). Figure 1 (c) and (d) show the distribution of micro pin fins. The size of the microfluidic heat sink is 50 mm × 50 mm × 1.4 mm, and the flow channel area is 47 × 47 mm².

![Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the UCMFHS; (b) Section view of the heat sink; (c)~ (d) Distribution of the micro pin fins](image)

3. Numerical investigation

The hydraulic diameter characterizes the passage capacity of the channel. A channel with a large hydraulic diameter can make it easier for fluid to pass through which makes it difficult for blockages to occur. For channels with rectangular cross-section, the hydraulic diameter is calculated as:

\[ D_H = \frac{2HW}{H+W} \]  

where H and W are the height and width of the channel cross-section, respectively. Therefore, the anti-blockage capacity can be improved by large channel width, which is achieved by the large spacing of micro pin fins. However, the increased spacing of the micro pin fins in the UCMFHS will influence the cooling performance [34]. So, the design of the UCMFHS is optimized to enhance the cooling performance while maintaining good anti-blockage capacity.

3.1. CFD model

The UCMFHS consists of silicon pin fins. The heat source consists of 16 silicon rectangular squares with a width of 1 mm and length of 1 mm. The top surface of squares is supplied with a heat
flux of 400-2000 W/cm². The coolant is deionized water and the flow rate is set to 25-200 mL/min. To simulate the actual working conditions, the Au80-Sn20 solder interface material between the UCMFHs and the heat source is equivalent to a thin-layer thermal resistance with a thickness of 100 μm and thermal conductivity of 30 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹. The UCMFHs is symmetrical and therefore the temperature field will have the same symmetry. To reduce the computational complexity of the simulation, only half of the model is simulated in this study, as shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the simulation model](image)

Besides, some assumptions in the calculation are as follows:

1. The calculated Reynolds number Re<2000 which indicates the fluid is laminar; And the fluid is incompressible.
2. The flow characteristics still obey the N-S equation and the continuum hypothesis when the Reynolds number is less than 2000 [35].
3. The radiative heat transfer is negligible.
4. The Reynolds number is not high in the study, so a steady-state condition is considered.
5. The effect of the thermal interface material is equivalent to the thin layer thermal resistance.
6. The liquid is considered under single phase flow.

The governing equations of the flow and the heat transfer are as follows.

**Continuity equation:**

$$\nabla (\rho \bar{u}) = 0$$  \(2\)

where \(\rho\) is the fluid density, \(\bar{u}\) is the velocity vector.

**Momentum equation:**

$$\rho \nabla (\bar{u} \cdot \nabla) \bar{u} = \nabla \cdot [-p \mathbf{I} + \tau]$$  \(3\)

$$\tau = \mu \left( \nabla \bar{u} + (\nabla \bar{u})^T \right)$$  \(4\)

where \(p\) is the pressure, \(\mathbf{I}\) is the unit tensor, \(\tau\) is the viscous stress tensor, \(\mu\) is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.

**Energy equation:**

$$\rho c_p \bar{u} \cdot \nabla T + \nabla \cdot (-k \nabla T) = Q$$  \(5\)

where \(c_p\) is the specific heat capacity of the fluid at constant pressure, \(T\) is the temperature of the fluid, \(k\) is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, and \(Q\) is the heat source. The variations of the liquid properties over temperature are considered for precise calculation. The thermal conductivity \((k)\) is expressed as follow:
\[ k(T) = -0.869083936 + 0.00894880345 \times T - 1.58366345 \times 10^{-5} \times T^2 \\
+ 7.97543259 \times 10^{-9} \times T^3 \]  
(6)

The specific heat \( (c_p) \) is expressed as follow:
\[ c_p(T) = 12010.1471 - 80.4072879 \times T + 0.309866854 \times T^2 - 5.38186884 \times 10^{-4} \times T^3 + 3.62536437 \times 10^{-7} \times T^4 \]  
(7)

The density of the working fluid \( (\rho) \) is expressed as follow:
\[ \rho(T) = 432.257114008512 + 4.969288832655160 \times T \\
- 0.013395065634452 \times T^2 + 0.00010335053319 \times T^3 \]  
(8)

Some parameters are adopted to evaluate the cooling performance of the UCMFHS. The first parameter is the average temperature of the hotspots which is expressed as follow:
\[ T_{\text{average}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i}{n} \]  
(9)

Then the second parameter is the non-uniformity coefficient (NUC), which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of the hotspot temperatures to the average temperature of hotspots [36, 37]. The NUC is expressed as follow:
\[ NUC = \frac{SDT}{T_{\text{average}}} \]  
(10)
\[ SDT = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (T_i - T_{\text{average}})^2} \]  
(11)

3.2. Grid independence

The temperatures of the two hotspots were selected as a reference to test the mesh independence. The relative error is calculated as follows [6]:
\[ e = \left| \frac{T_i - T_0}{T_0} \right| \cdot 100\% \]  
(12)

where \( e \) is the relative error, \( T_0 \) is the temperature simulation result obtained from the reference mesh, \( T_i \) represents the temperature simulation result obtained from other meshes. The number of grids is 4.87 million in the reference mesh. Figure 3 shows the relative error of the hotspot temperature and average pressure drop at different grids number. The relative error decreases as the number of grids increases, while the trend slows when the grids number exceeds 1.69 million. Meanwhile, the average hotspot temperature tends to stabilize. Considering the calculation accuracy and the computational burden, the mesh division method of 1.69 million grids is selected. In this case, the relative errors of the chosen hotspot temperature and the average pressure drop are 0.7% and 3.5%, respectively.

3.3. Optimization of the UCMFHS

Optimization was carried out to enhance the cooling performance of the UCMFHS. The water inlet and outlet position and pin fin position are considered to optimize the UCMFHS structure. The optimization objectives are uniform flow rate distribution and small chip temperature.
3.3.1 Optimization of water inlet and outlet position

In this experiment, multiple inlets and outlets were designed to shorten the flow length. Considering that the number and arrangement of inlets and outlets are likely to infect the cooling performance of UCMFHS, we investigated several arrangements of water inlets and outlets. As shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), four inlets with two outlets and four inlets with one outlet were designed. Moreover, the arrangement with inlets closer to the center of the UCMFHS was investigated, as shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (d). The distance between the inlet and outlet in four arrangements is 20.5 mm in Fig. 4 (a), 24 mm in Fig. 4 (b), 12.5 mm in Fig. 4 (c), and 17.7 mm in Fig. 4 (d) respectively. Figure 4 (e)–(h) shows the flow rate distribution under different inlets and outlets arrangements. A significantly low flow rate occurred in region A1 compared to the other regions. When the inlets got closer to the center of the UCMFHS, the flow rate decreased in the region (A2, A3) far from the center of the UCMFHS. These non-uniform flow rate distributions ultimately resulted in uneven cooling performance across multiple hotspots. Therefore, two outlets with four inlets far from the center of the UCMFHS were designed for better cooling performance. The later optimizations were conducted under these inlets and outlets positions.

![Diagram showing flow rate distribution](image)

**Fig. 3. Grid independence test**

![Diagram showing flow rate distribution](image)

**Fig. 4. The arrangement of the water inlet and outlet (a) Case 1, four inlets with two outlets; (b) Case 2, four inlets with one outlet; (c) Case 3, two outlets with inlets closer to the center of the**
UCMFHS; (d) Case 4, one outlet with inlets closer to the center of the UCMFHS; The flow rate distribution under different inlet and outlet designs (e) Case1; (f) Case2; (g) Case3; (h) Case4

3.3.2 Optimization on pin fins positions

The different pin fins positions are likely to affect the flow rate distribution. So, we investigated the uniform pin fin array arrangement, which was set as the baseline, and two adjusted arrangements. Figure 5 shows the flow rate distribution under different pin fins positions. In the baseline, the flow is mainly concentrated in the region between the liquid inlet and the liquid outlet, which causes a low flow rate and high local hotspot temperature in the edge region of the UCMFHS. To obtain a more uniform flow rate distribution, the pin fins were placed in a position where they directed the fluid to a place far from the main stream. The flow in Region B was enhanced after the adjustment which allowed for a more uniform overall flow. Meanwhile, the adjusted arrangement 2 had a better enhancement effect in Region B. So, the pin fins position in adjusted arrangement 2 was adopted. The critical sizes of the optimized UCMFHS are shown in Table 1.

![Fig. 5. The flow rate distribution under different pin fins positions. (a) Uniform array arrangement; (b) Adjusted arrangement 1; (c) Adjusted arrangement 2](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Critical size parameter of the heat sink</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$(mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_2$(mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Experiment setup

The optimized UCMFHS was fabricated by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) and a silicon-silicon bonding process. Then the thermal test vehicle was assembled. As shown in Fig. 6, the thermal test vehicle consists of a heat source, UCMFHS and water supply structure. To simulate the
thermal conditions of multiple hotspots microelectronic systems, the 16 TTCs were adopted as heat source arrays which were bonded to the UCMFHS by silver paste, as shown in the top view of Fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows the configuration schematic diagram and the experimental platform of the test system. The test system mainly includes test samples, a DC power supply, a differential pressure meter, a coolant reservoir, an infusion pump, an infrared camera, and a recording device. All the components were connected through plastic tubes and fittings. The TTCs were driven by two DC power supplies. And the deionized water was circulated throughout the cooling system by the infusion pump and was collected in a coolant reservoir. The temperature of the hotspots on the test samples was measured by an infrared camera and the recorded data was saved by a recording device.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the thermal test vehicle configuration

Fig. 7. (a)Schematic diagram (b) The experimental platform of the test system

5. Result and discussion

5.1 Evaluation of the anti-blockage capacity

The coolant with a mass fraction of 0.5% CuO particles, which consisted of 400 mL deionized water and 2 g CuO powder, was used to evaluate the anti-blockage capacity of the UCMFHS. Referring to the size of the filter [38], the 10 μm CuO particles were chosen. The micro pin fins microfluidic structure with a lateral fin spacing of 125 μm and a longitudinal fin spacing of 250 μm
was selected as a control sample. Figure 8 illustrates the variation of the pressure drop with time when the coolant contains particles. The particles deposited in the microfluidic structure as time flowed, causing the blockage in the microfluidic structure. The pressure drop increased at the same time. When the cooling system ran for 12 minutes, a large number of particles accumulated at the entrance of the microfluidic in the control sample, which caused the increase of pressure drop by 29.5 kPa. Then at 30 minutes, the blockage got worse in the control sample owing to the further accumulation of particles, which caused the increase of the pressure drop by 53.5 kPa. As for the unconstrained microfluidic structure, the increment of the pressure drop was less than 0.3 kPa, which is 99.43% lower than the control sample. It means that there was nearly no blockage in the unconstrained microfluidic structure. The mentioned result above shows that the UCMFHS has good anti-blockage capacity. During long-term operation, the UCMFHS can work normally even though there are particles in the coolant, indicating that the UCMFHS is highly robust.

![Fig. 8. The variation of the pressure drops when the coolant contains CuO particles in the control sample and UCMFHS at a flow rate of 100 mL/min](image)

### 5.2. Evaluation of the thermal performance

The hotspot temperature and hotspot temperature uniformity were tested to evaluate the cooling capacity of the UCMFHS. The deionized water was selected as coolant and the water temperature was kept at 20 °C. Figure 9 (a) shows the temperature distribution of 16 hotspots at chip heat flux 1200 W/cm² and flow rate 125 mL/min. The average hotspots temperature and hotspots temperature non-uniformity coefficient were calculated to be 141.1 °C and 0.049 respectively by equation (9), (11). The chip temperatures are below the maximum tolerance of junction temperature (225 °C) [3], which indicates that the UCMFHS can be implemented for the cooling of radio frequency (RF) systems. The unconstrained microfluidic structure is symmetrical, so the temperature distribution should be symmetrical if the liquid supply is uniform. But it can be seen in Fig. 9 (a) that temperature distribution is asymmetrical. The symmetrical liquid supply structure was adopted to reduce the influence of the coolant distribution on temperature uniformity. Through further analysis, the uneven thickness of the interface material or the defects [39] in the material, which increase the interfacial thermal resistance between TTCs and UCMFHS, is thought to be the main reasons causing higher
local temperatures of some hotspots and higher temperature non-uniformity.

Figure 9 (b) shows the absolute percentage error of the simulation and experimental results of the hotspots temperature at heat flux 1200 W/cm\(^2\) and flow rate 125 mL/min. Under such operating conditions, the average hotspots temperature and hotspots temperature non-uniformity coefficient of the UCMFHS are 141.1 °C and 0.049 in the experiment and 139.9 °C and 0.031 in the simulation. The average and maximum errors of the hotspot temperatures were 3.84% and 9.36% between the simulation and experimental results. Therefore, it can be considered that the fabricated UCMFHS conforms to the design.

![Fig. 9. (a) Temperature distribution of 16 hotspots system at a heat flux of 1200 W/cm\(^2\) and flow rate of 125 mL/min; (b) Percentage error between simulation and experimental result at a chip heat flux of 1200 W/cm\(^2\) and flow rate of 125 mL/min](image)

6. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed the UCMFHS with high anti-blockage capacity for multiple hotspot systems. Based on the above heat sink, the microfluidic structure was optimized to improve temperature uniformity. In addition, the anti-blockage capacity and cooling performance were verified by experiment. The main research results are as follows:

- The arrangement of pin fins which direct the fluid to the place far from the main stream is beneficial for temperature uniformity.
- The average 16 hotspots temperature and hotspots temperature non-uniformity coefficient were 141.1 °C and 0.049 respectively at chip heat flux 1200 W/cm\(^2\) and flow rate 125 mL/min.
- The average and maximum errors between the simulation and experiment results were 3.84% and 9.36% respectively.
- The UCMFHS has good anti-blockage capacity compared to the control sample when there were 0.5% CuO particles in the coolant.

The UCMFHS has good temperature uniformity when it is used for the 16 hotspots cooling. In addition, the UCMFHS has high anti-blockage capacity, which can ensure the anti-blockage capacity in long-term operation. Therefore, the UCMFHS may be a promising option for cooling long-term operation multiple hotspots system.
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Nomenclature

\begin{align*}
a_{1,5} & \quad \text{gap size, [mm]} \\
c_p & \quad \text{specific heat, [Jkg}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}] \\
e & \quad \text{relative error} \\
k & \quad \text{thermal conductivity, [Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}] \\
p & \quad \text{pressure, [Pa]} \\
Q & \quad \text{heat source, [W]} \\
R_1 & \quad \text{corner radius, [mm]} \\
Re & \quad \text{Reynolds number} \\
s_{1,4} & \quad \text{pin fins length, [mm]} \\
T & \quad \text{Temperature, [K]} \\
T_{\text{average}} & \quad \text{average hotspots temperature, [K]} \\
\mu & \quad \text{dynamic viscosity} \\
W_1 & \quad \text{width of microfluidic, [mm]} \\
W_2 & \quad \text{width of the heat sink, [mm]} \\
\rho & \quad \text{fluid density [kgm}^{-3}] \\
\nu & \quad \text{fluid velocity, [m/s]} \\
\text{Greek symbols} \\
\nu & \quad \text{fluid velocity, [m/s]} \\
\text{Acronyms} \\
\nu & \quad \text{fluid velocity, [m/s]} \\
\text{NUC} & \quad \text{non-uniformity coefficient} \\
\text{SDT} & \quad \text{standard deviation of temperature}
\end{align*}
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